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50 CÂU HỎI TRẮC NGHIỆM
CHUYÊN ĐỀ NGỮ PHÁP – TỪ VỰNG TIẾNG ANH

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following
questions.
Question 1: They live on a busy road. a lot of noise from traffic.

A. There must be B. It must be C. It must have been D. There must have
Question 2: He died lung cancer last month, leaving his wife in great shock.

A. by B. for C. in D. of
Question 3: Due to ever more spreading poaching, there a dramatic decline in the number of
elephants over the last decade.

A. was B. is C. has been D. had been
Question 4: He came a lot of criticism for the remarks he made in a television interview.

A. out of B. off C. over D. in for
Question 5: He is a very intelligent boy; , he sometimes gets bad marks.

A. otherwise B. thus C. so D. however
Question 6: She started the course two months ago but dropped after only a month.

A. in B. out C. off D. back
Question 7: that Columbus discovered America.

A. There was in 1492 B. That was in 1492 C. In 1492 D. It was in 1492
Question 8: Nowadays, with the help of the computer, teachers have developed a approach to
teaching.

A. multilateral B. multilingual C. multiple-choice D.multimedia
Question 9: I work last week, but I changed my mind.

A. have started B. was going to start C. had started D. would start
Question 10: The Principal usually has his pupils waste paper for their mini-project.

A. collected B. collect C. to collect D. having collected
Question 11: She passed the National High School Graduation Exam with colours.

A. flying B. bright C. true D. red
Question 12: Although we have a large number of students, eachone receives attention.

A. alone B. separate C. individual D. only
Question 13: Geometry is a branch of mathematics
surfaces.

the properties of lines, curves, shapes, and

A. that concerning with B. concerned with
C. that concerned with D. that it is concerned with

Question 14: I can’t find my dictionary at the moment. I hope it will up soon.
A. turn B. clear C. come D. look

Question 15: The children made a funny story and wrote it on the card.
A. off B. for C. out D. up
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Question 16: make a good impression on her.

A. Only by doing so can I B. Only by so doing I can
C. Only by doing so I can D. Only so doing can I

Question 17: People don’t like the way he shows off, ?
A. does he B. do they C. don’t they D. doesn’t he

Question 18: Anna is holding her shopping bag with one hand and turning the door handle with .
A. others B. another C. the other D. other

Question 19: The language centre offers courses of various levels, such as elementary, intermediate and
.

A. advance B. advancement C. advancing D. advanced
Question 20: No matter how angry he was, he would never to violence.

A. resort B. resist C. refuse D. resolve
Question 21: I with my aunt when I am on holiday in Ho Chi Minh City next month.

A. will have been staying B. will have stayed
C. stay D. will be staying

Question 22: The use of vitamin and herbs has become increasingly popular among Americans.
A. components B. materials C. ingredients D. supplements

Question 23: The recent heavy rains have helped to ease the water .
A. plenty B. poverty C. shortage D. abundance

Question 24: In a formal interview, it is essential to maintain good eye with the interviewers.
A. link B. connection C. touch D. contact

Question 25: As a(n) girl, she found it difficult to socialise with other students in the class.
A. reserved B. ashamed C. dynamic D. industrious

Question 26: He is coming a cold after a night out in the rain.
A. down with B. up with C. away from D. across with

Question 27: It is interesting to take a new hobby such as collecting stamps or going fishing.
A. up B. in C. over D. on

Question 28: The bad weather caused serious damage to the crop. If only it warmer.
A. were B. had been C. has been D. was

Question 29: Before going to bed, he wanted some tea but there was left.
A. nothing B. no C. any D. a few

Question 30: You should look up the meaning of new words in the dictionary misuse them.
A. so that not to B. so not to C. so that not D. so as not to

Question 31: Television can make things memorable for the reason that it presents information
an effective way.

A. on B. in C. with D. over
Question 32: It was so kind of her to put me while I was on a business trip in her town.

A. down B. off C. up D. in
Question 33: He didn’t know or stay until the end of the festival.

A. if to go B. if that he should go C. to go D. whether to go
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Question 34:
advertising.

smoking is a causative factor of many diseases, there is no ban on tobacco

A. However B. Therefore C. Although D. In spite of
Question 35: Mary: “I will never go mountaineering again.”

Linda: “Me .”
A. so B. too C. neither D. either

Question 36:When Peter was a child, there a cinema near his house.
A. used to be B. used to have C. used to be being D. used to have been

Question 37:Working as a volunteer gives her a chance to develop her interpersonal skills, promote
friendship, and her own talent.

A. discover B. discovered C. discovering D. to discover
Question 38: My mother had to work 12 hours a day in a factory just to .

A. make ends meet B. call it a day C. break the ice D. tighten the belt
Question 39: The team were eager to make _ the loss of the previous match.

A. off with B. up with C. up for D. away with
Question 40: After the car crash last night, all the injured to the hospital in an ambulance.

A. was rushing B. were rushed C. was rushed D. were rushing
Question 41: It has been suggested that Mary a computer course in preparation for a steady job.

A. take B. have been taken C. would have taken D. was taken
Question 42: Scientists have a lot of research into renewable energy sources.

A. done B. solved C. carried D. made
Question 43: New machinery has enhanced the company’s productivity and .

A. competition B. competitor C. competitive D. competitiveness
Question 44: The restaurants on the island are expensive, so it’s worth a packed lunch.

A. taken B. taking C. to take D. take
Question 45: The struggle for women’s rights began in the 18th century during a period as the Age
of Enlightenment.

A. known B. is knowing C. that knew D. knew
Question 46: Nowadays children would prefer history in more practical ways.

A. to be taught B. teach C. be taught D. to teach
Question 47: I love this painting of an old man. He has such a beautiful smile.

A. childlike B. childish C. childhood D. childless
Question 48: Paul Samuelson was the first American to won the NobelPrize in .

A. economy B. economic C. economical D. economics
Question 49: entering the hall, he found everyone waiting for him

A. On B. At C.With D. Of
Question 50: He may be shy now, but he will soon come out of his when he meets the right girl.

A. shoe B. shell C. shed D. hole


